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The Complexities of Lighting

Graeme Lister’s article (“The Drive for
Energy Efficient Lighting,” January

2004) overlooks some important issues.
Lights vary in area. The sun covers

about 10-5 of the sky’s solid angle, while 
a luminous ceiling covers the entire sky.
The radiance theorem in optics can be
applied to understand what this means.
First, reflection by a white surface, or
refraction by a frosted one, can diminish
luminance, but the radiance theorem
teaches that no lens or mirror can make a
large, dim source into something smaller
and brighter. A compact source gives
bright highlights (source images in shiny
objects) which are a strong visual stimu-
lus and a good cue for object shape. The
radiance theorem teaches that highlight
luminance is independent of surface cur-
vature, so calculations are easy. When the
whole ceiling is bright, the term “high-
light” no longer applies; shiny objects are
smeared with a “veiling reflection” of that
ceiling, and shading and shadows are lost.
Textbooks mention veiling reflections,
but fail to clarify the role of source area.

Variations among lights in daily life
cause huge variations in the contrast one
sees. By relating luminous flux to “effi-
ciency” early in the discussion, lighting
experts teach that light is a liquid, casting
aside the optical interaction between the
light and the object. Lister jokes about
this when he says “A world in which all
lamps were green might provide the most
efficient illumination, but it would be a

joyless environment, with only green and
black to distinguish objects from each
other.” In other words, efficiency must be
measured by assuming that a person has a
single receptor tuned to yellowish green,
although in reality there are 6.5 million
cones in each eye, divided into three color
categories and wired for perception of
points, edges and other contrasts.

At the dawn of time, some engineer
decided that since electricity is conve-
niently modeled as a liquid, light must be
a liquid also. Lighting designers speak of a
divergence between the artistic and engi-
neering approaches. What is meant by
“engineering approach” is pretty much
the dogma that light is a liquid. An opti-
cal approach would come down close to
the artistic view, since highlights, shading,
shadows and color involve optical inter-
actions between light and object.

Lighting effects on color are analyzed
in two of my recent publications.
Light source size is discussed in my 
articles from the 1980s. Details and a
publication list are on my Web site,
www.jimworthey.com.

— James A. Worthey
Gaithersburg, Md.

jworthey@starpower.net

Toward a Change in Perception

I am grateful to James Worthey for rais-
ing a number of issues related to my

article on energy efficient lighting. While
questions of perception are important for
the optimum use of lighting, I felt that
such a discussion would have detracted
from the main thrust of my article, a 
discussion of ways in which electric
lighting might make better use of dwin-
dling natural resources by improving the
efficiency of converting electric power 
to light.

In the real world, of course, efficiency
is related to the amount of useful light
available for the task at hand, including
our perception of the objects it illumi-
nates. A light source designer must spec-
ify light output in terms of accepted
industry standards, which are admittedly
somewhat arbitrary. Light fittings are
then designed for particular applications,
using available sources. Worthey’s optical
approach would address the issues of
perception of points, edges and contrasts,
but would be difficult to implement in
our current commercial environment.

Commercial users are happy to save
money on electric bills by installing more
efficient light sources. Household users
have yet to be completely won over to the
cause of more efficient lighting and the
ubiquitous light bulb will be with us for
many years to come. As I noted in my
article, we expect the lights to go on at
the flick of a switch and most of us don’t
think beyond that. What is needed is a
change in the public perception of light-
ing and its potential for enhancing our
lives. Worthey’s optical approach has a
role to play in any such development.

— Graeme Lister
Osram Sylvania

graeme.lister@sylvania.com
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